
ART 119 COLOR THEORY HOMEWORK 2: VALUE
Due Tuesday, February 2 at the beginning of class.

Your homework for this week is in several parts. Please complete each of the step below to 
receive full credit.

STEP ONE: EVALUATING VALUE  
On the back of this paper there is a photocopy of "Young Sick Bacchus", painted in 1593 or 
1594 by by Italian Baroque master Caravaggio. Study the piece. It may help you to look at 
the painting online, since you can see better detail. A good quality image is available on 
Wikimedia: https://upload.wikimedia.org/wikipedia/commons/8/85/Young_Sick_Bacchus-
Caravaggio_(1593).jpg

Answer the following questions:
1. Describe how has the artist used value.

2. Why do you think Caravaggio chose to use the range of values he did?

3. Does the use of value enhance your experience of the subject? Why or why not?

4. Does the use of value create a mood or a conceptual impact? Why or why not?

STEP TWO: VALUE MAPPING  
Once you have answered the questions, use your value scale in combination with the 
photocopy of the painting. Find and label at least one instance of each value from 1 to 10.

STEP THREE: FIND AND POST AN EXAMPLE OF VALUE IN ART  
Go online and search for an artwork that you fnd interesting for its use of value. It does not 
have to be representational. Heck, it does not even have to be a painting. It could instead be 
a drawing, print, illustration, digital piece or even something three-dimensional provided you 
can discuss it in terms of the use of value.

Once you have found an image that interests you, copy and paste the url in a comment on 
the homework post for February 2, 2016 (more detailed instructions on how to do this are on 
said post). Below the url write a three to four sentence description of why you chose the 
artwork as an example of value. Be thoughtful; don't just tell us you chose it because it's 
pretty or you like it. If you need help getting started, use the same questions you answered 
about Caravaggio as prompts to get you thinking about how value might be analyzed.
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